TO: Larry Williams, Chair
Undergraduate Council

FROM: Horace Gray
Degree Programs Committee

DATE: March 8, 2006

All committee members met via e-mail on February 14, 2006. They also met in person on Wednesday, March 8, 2006 at 3 pm. Members present were Horace Gray, Barbara Tatsum, and Marsha Daly (support staff). Guests: Thomas Chen (Industrial Engineering) and X. Sharon Wen (Chinese).

The Degree Program Committee recommends, with minor changes, the following for approval:

UC 8786 05F: History capstone course (memo)
UC 8807 05F: GIS Certificate program change (memo)
UC 8829 05F: INDU 3335: Supply Chain Design and Management
UC 8830 05F: INDE 3381: Linear Optimization
UC 8831 05F: INDE 4331: Analysis of Industrial Activities
UC 8832 05F: INDE 4334: Engineering Systems Design
UC 8833 05F: INDE 4369: Facilities Planning and Design
UC 8834 05F: INDE 4372: Operation Control
UC 8835 05F: Industrial Engineering degree program change
UC 8836 05F: MECE 2361: Introduction to Mechanical Design
UC 8837 05F: MFCF 3338: Dynamics and Control of Mechanical Systems
UC 8838 05F: MFCF 4334: Mechanical Design - Capstone Course
UC 8839 05F: Mechanical Engineering degree plan change
UC 8845 06S: Chinese Studies major (new major)

The following document was replaced (replacement document):

UC 8820 06F (UC 8807 05F)